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 All proceeds will become donated to the Toyos Base to provide eye and cosmetic treatment to
qualifying Nashville area patients looking for assistance. Melissa Toyos, MD, the inventor of the
MIXTOLaserLift and the MIXTOLite. Dr. Toyos is an ophthalmic and cosmetic facial cosmetic
surgeon with over two decades of experience in the cosmetic facial arena. Get in the head of one
of the most knowledgeable plastic surgeons around to learn what goes on to our faces once we
age and what can be achieved to naturally offset these changes and keep your face looking fresh
while avoiding the dreaded “Housewife” face of cosmetic methods gone too far. She actually is a
beauty consultant to the Tennessee Titans Cheerleaders and has presented her techniques to the
NFL Cheerleaders Association. Made to inform a variety of interested consumers from those people
who are personally thinking about looking their best and also aesthetic professionals who already
are experienced in the aesthetic world, Dr. Melissa spills her secrets about Botox, fillers, injectables
and the fractional CO2 laser beam the MIXTO, a machine Wall Street Journal predicts will eventually
take the place of injectables and make facelifts obsolete. MIXTOLaserLift: Facial Aesthetics in the
entire year 2020 dives into the research of skincare to highlight the pearls and pitfalls of sun
protection, cleansers, moisturizers and even more to help you obtain the complexion you’ve always
dreamed of. Toyos Clinic, Green Hills, Nashville 615. Dr. Definately not a “one size matches all”, Dr.
She lectures and trains other physicians in aesthetic techniques furthermore to teaching other
aesthetic professionals and surgeons techniques she's created with the MIXTOLaserLift. Toyos
tackles stubborn beauty topics like rosacea and pigmentation as well. Toyos experience and
understanding can help you find out what cosmetic technique or mix of techniques may be right for
you and when to consider them.Beauty consultant to rock stars, red carpet superstars, pageant
queens and NFL Cheerleaders, MIXTOLaserLift was compiled by Dr. She discusses how common
over-the-counter products can in fact do more harm than great and her insights will provide you
with the knowledge you must understand how topical skin care products really work inside the skin
and how to choose wisely when purchasing items.327.4015.
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I would suggest this book for anybody that really wants to protect their . I would suggest this book
for anybody that really wants to protect their epidermis and look their greatest or for anyone that is
considering cosmetic enhancements.. A great way of looking at anti-aging science. Even with a
science history I obtain overwhelmed by the pure amount of products and procedures in the
marketplace and which ones I have to get the outcomes I'd like. This book reduces the type of
product I have to achieve the outcomes I want. Everything from how I will wash my face, from what
type of moisturizers I want for my problem areas..."Words could not become more true! She has
helped me achieve a healthier and more beautiful look than I ever had in my youth "Natural beauty
can be created, enhanced, developed, and cultivated. Great Information Love this book.I understand
from personal knowledge that she is a miracle employee. She has helped me obtain a wholesome
and more beautiful look than I ever had in my youth.She offers suggestions that is not just backed
by research and research, but is both practical and applicable to everyone.There's much to
understand in this book approximately reaching the most beautiful you.I highly recommend it!
Extremely informative! I couldn't recommend the book more highly. This is an excellent book written if
you are looking for guidance regarding skincare. Well worth the money and period! Toyos has not
written these details to stick out from others, but to share her wisdom to be able to join her on her
search for better pores and skin and eye care practices.. It also address both invasive and non
invasive cosmetic procedures. Toyos does an incredible job at breaking down the research of
skincare into an conveniently digestible framework, producing her book relevant to all people
interested in skincare no matter education or intellect. I've used numerous kinds and brands of
items, but nonetheless couldn't quite grasp what I needed. This is an excellent guide to achieving
gorgeous skin.In her publication, Dr Toyos gives you all the insight, knowledge, and know how to
achieve skin that both looks and acts younger. A straightforward read but really informative. This
book is actually for anyone that wants to look after their skin. If you are taking into consideration
any skin process, read this first. A great guide I love the passion Dr. Toyos shares with her reader.
The book is simple to follow and connect with your very own care regimen. There exists a ton of
useful and practical information. Dr. This is an excellent book written for anyone who is looking for
guidance . She actually is a pioneer in her field. Dr.
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